Upcoming Events @ the Library

Reading Programs:
Check with your local library branch for details…

Book Discussion Group for Adults @ Jackson
the first Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m.

Book Discussion Group @ Scott City
the first Monday of each month at 6:05 p.m.

Book Discussion Group @ Oran
Call the library for date & time

Basic Computer Classes for Seniors
@ Perryville the first Wednesday of each month @ 11:00 a.m.

Nook/Kindle Book Club @ Perryville
Call the library for date & time

Writers Group @ Jackson
the 2nd Monday of each month @ 5:00 p.m.

All Branches will be CLOSED
Friday, April 6 for Good Friday

Teen Tech Week
Geek Out @ Your Library
March 4-10

Teen Tech Week is a national initiative sponsored by the Young Adult Library Services Association and is aimed at teens, their parents, educators and other concerned adults. The purpose of the initiative is to ensure that teens are competent and ethical users of technologies, especially those that are offered through libraries such as DVDs.

AARP Tax Aide

- Jackson - Mondays from 1 - 4pm
  March 5, 12, 19 & 26
  April 2 & 9
- Benton - Wednesdays from 1 - 3:30pm
  March 7, 14 & 21
  April 4 & 11

Attention Seniors!

Basic Computer Classes @ Perryville

First Wednesday of each month
at 11:00 a.m.
Must sign up.
Call the library to reserve.

News

From the Director:

The Friends of Riverside Library @ Jackson are hosting a new fund-raiser that just started and will run for the next few weeks. They are selling beautiful Handcrafted Greeting Cards from Usborne Books. Box #1 has 30 handmade all occasion, individually designed and embellished greeting cards and coordination envelopes in a keepsake box for teens and adults. Box #2 has 30 handcrafted and novelty cards for kids, with matching envelopes and funky stickers, and comes in a convenient brightly colored magnetic storage box. Each box sells for $30. That's 30 cards for $30 in sturdy reusable boxes. Makes a great gift for a friend or yourself. On sale at the Main Library in Jackson, MO In stock. Ready to pick up at the time of sale.
New Books This Month
The following books are available to all Riverside patrons but may not be housed at all branch libraries. Just ask at the Check-out Desk and we’ll be happy to get the book for you from one of the branch libraries.

Adult Fiction
The Dressmaker by Kate Alcott
Wild Horses (Sadie’s Montana #1) by Linda Byler
The Loser’s Guide to Life and Love by A.E. Cannon
The Guardian Duke (Forgotten Castles) by Jamie Carie
Sonoma Rose: an Elm Creek Quilts novel by Jennifer Chiaverini
A Life of Joy (Kauffman Amish Bakery #4) by Amy Clipson
Blue Moon Promise (Under Texas Stars #1) by Colleen Coble
Power Down by Ben Coes
Lothaire by Kresley Cole
Lady Boss by Jackie Collins
In Too Deep (Kincaid Brides #2) by Mary Connealy
The Heart’s Frontier (Amish of Apple Grove #1) by Lori Copeland
The Helios Conspiracy by Jim DeFelice
First, Best and Only by Barbara Delinsky
Little Valley series books by Jerry S. Eicher:
   A Wedding Quilt for Ella (#1)
   Ella’s Wish (#2)
   Ella Finds Love Again (#3)
Chopping Ice: finding love and adventure in Alaska by Paul Flentge
Kill Shot: an American assassin thriller by Vince Flynn
The Lost Saints of Tennessee by Amy Franklin-Willis
The Promise of Lumby by Gail Fraser
All That I Am by Anna Funder
Robert Ludlum’s The Janson Command by Paul Garrison
Cranford: The Cage at Cranford, The Moorland Cottage by Elizabeth Gaskell
A Good American by Alex George
Along Wooded Paths (Big Sky) by Tricia Goyer
A Perfect Blood by Kim Harrison
Girlchild by Tupelo Hassman
Heart of Gold by Robin Lee Hatcher
The Stranger House by Reginald Hill
Balance of Power by James W. Huston
The Snow Child by Eowyn Ivey

Adult Fiction (continued)
Short and Sweet: a collection of short romantic stories by Anna Jacobs
Victims: an Alex Delaware novel by Jonathan Kellerman
I’ve Got Your Number by Sophie Kinsella
A Bad Day for Pretty by Sophie Littlefield
Orchid House by Cindy Martinussen
History of a Pleasure Seeker by Richard Mason
Ghost Riders by Sharyn McCrumb
That Night by Alice McDermott
The Butterfly’s Daughter by Mary Alice Monroe
Come, My Little Angel: a novella by Diane Noble
The Rock by Daniel O’Malley
When the Emperor was Divine by Julie Otsuka
Oath of Office by Michael Palmer
Cain at Gettysburg by Ralph Peters
Chasing the Sun (Land of the Lone Star #1) by Tracie Peterson
Lone Wolf by Jodi Picoult
The Rebel Wife by Taylor M. Polites
Scarecrow Returns by Matthew Reilly
The Wolf Gift by Anne Rice
Dakota Stories I: Dakota Dawn, Dakota Dream by Lauraine Snelling
Dakota Stories II: Dakota Dusk, Dakota December, Dakota Destiny by Lauraine Snelling
Mrs. God by Peter Straub
The Last Raven by Craig Thomas
The World We Found by Thrity Umrigar
White Girl Problems by Babe Walker
Colorado Dawn by Kaki Warner
The Comedy is Finished by Donald E. Westlake
The Forest Laird: a tale of William Wallace by Jack Whyte
The Scent of Cherry Blossoms: a romance from the heart of Amish country by Cindy Woodsmall
An Embarrassment of Riches: a novel of the Count Saint-Germain by Chelsea Quinn Yarbro
Lost and Found by Ginny L. Yttrup
O: a presidential novel (Anonymous)

Find a Mistake?
Since some people like to find errors, we regularly include a few in our publications.
Books (continued)
Adult Paperback Fiction
Skeleton Coast (Oregon Files) by Clive Cussler
Ghost Country by Patrick Lee

Adult Romance Paperback Fiction
My Wicked Little Lies by Victoria Alexander
Wild Cat (Shifters Unbound) by Jennifer Ashley
Hidden Summit (Virgin River) by Robyn Carr
Moonlight in the Morning by Jude Deveraux
Lair of the Lion by Christine Feehan
Private Arrangements (Forged in Steele) by Brenda Jackson
Promises of Seduction (Westmoreland) by Brenda Jackson
Cynster Sister trilogy series books by Stephanie Laurens:
   In Pursuit of Eliza Cynster (2)
   The Capture of the Earl of Glencrae
Secrets of the Lost Summer by Carla Neggers
One Man’s Love (Highland Lords #1) by Karen Ranney
The Summer Garden: a Chesapeake Shores novel by Sheryl Woods

Science Fiction
Lord of the Silent Kingdom by Glen Cook
   (Instrumentalities of the Night #2)
World Divided (Secret World Chronicle #2) by Mercedes Lackey
The Burning City by Larry Niven
Star Wars: The Clone Wars: No Prisoners by Karen Traviss
Cobra Gamble (Cobra War #3) by Timothy Zahn

Western Fiction
Fighting Man: a western duo by Wayne D. Overholser

Western Paperback Fiction
Incident at Gunn Point by Ralph Cotton
Matt Jensen, the Last Mountain Man: Massacre at Powder River by William W. Johnstone
Redemption: Hunters by James Reasoner
Death is the Hunter by Charles West

Mystery Fiction
Death of a Kingfisher by M.C. Beaton
Guns in the Gallery (Feathering Mystery) by Simon Brett
Dying in the Wool by Frances Brody
Mother Love (DI Sarah Quinn) by Maureen Carter
No Mark Upon Her by Deborah Crombie
The Evil That Men Do: a Dorothy Martin mystery by Jeanne Dams
The Cold Light of Morning by Elizabeth J. Duncan
Boca Daze by Steven M. Forman
Hunting Sweetie Rose by Jack Fredrickson
Catch Me by Lisa Gardner
Blindside by Ed Gorman
$10,000 in Small Unmarked Puzzles (Puzzle Lady) by Parnell Hall
Available Dark by Elizabeth Hand
Kill My Darling: a Bill Slider mystery by Cynthia Harrod-Eagles
Deader Homes and Gardens by Joan Hess
Left for Dead by J.A. Jance
Midnight Guardians: a Max Freeman thriller by Jonathan King
Defending Jacob by William Landay
Private Games by James Patterson
Celebrity in Death by J.D. Robb
Before the Poison by Peter Robinson
Watch me Die by Erica Spindler
Restless in the Grave by Dana Stabenow

Mystery Paperback Fiction
Devil’s Food Cake Murder (Hannah Swensen mystery) by Joanne Fluke

---

Check with main library and branches for complete listing of new items added each month
* * * *
Visit our webpage!
www.RiversideRegionalLibrary.org to see our online catalog from your home!
Books (continued)

**Biography**
- *Once Upon a Secret: my affair with President John F. Kennedy and its aftermath* by Mimi Alford
- *Uncovering the Truth About Meriwether Lewis* by Thomas Danisi
- *Cocktail Hour Under the Tree of Forgetfulness* by Alexandra Fuller
- *That Woman: the life of Wallis Simpson, Duchess of Windsor* by Anne Sebba
- *Fairytale Interrupted: a memoir of life, love, and loss* by RoseMarie Terenzio
- *Blue Sky July: a mother’s journey of hope and healing* by Nia Wyn

**Adult Non-Fiction**
- *Kindle Fire Quicksteps* by Joli Ballew
- *My Kindle Fire* by Jim Cheshire
- *Freeing Yourself from Anxiety: four simple steps to overcome worry and create the life you want* by Tamar E. Chansky
- *The Dance of Fear: rising above anxiety, fear and shame to be your best and bravest self* by Harriet Goldhor Lerner
- *The Dance of Anger: a woman’s guide to changing the patterns of intimate relationships* by Harriet Goldhor Lerner
- *Twelve Days of Cape* by Michael o. Hibbs
- *Wishes Fulfilled: mastering the art of manifesting* by Wayne W. Dyer
- *The Good Among the Great: 19 traits of the most admirable, creative, and joyous people* by Donald Van de Mark
- *How to Win Friends & Influence People in the Digital Age* by Dale Carnegie & Associates
- *The Dance of Anger: a woman’s guide to changing the patterns of intimate relationships* by Harriet Goldhor Lerner
- *The Grace Effect: how the power of one life can reverse the corruption of unbelief* by Larry Taunton
- *Scapegoat: a history of blaming other people* by Charlie Campbell
- *Cinderella Ate My Daughter: dispatches from the front lines of the new girlie-girl culture* by Peggy Orenstein
- *Winner-Take-All Politics: how Washington made the rich richer—and turned its back on the middle class* by Jacob S. Hacker
- *Going Solo: the extraordinary rise and surprising appeal of living alone* by Eric Klinenberg
- *Marriage Rules: a manual for the married and the coupled up* by Harriet Lerner
- *Ameritopia: the unmaking of America* by Mark R Levin
- *Money Well Spent?: the truth behind the trillion dollar stimulus, the biggest economic recovery plan in history* by Michael Grabell
- *Greedy Bastards: how we can stop corporate communists, banksters, and other vampires from sucking America dry* by Dylan Ratigan
- *Inside Apple: how America’s most admired-and secretive-company really works* by Adam Lashinsky

---

**Audio Books on CD**

**Fiction**
- *Miles to Go: the second journal of The walk* by Richard Paul Evans
- *The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time* by Mark Haddon
- *Darkness Under the Sun* by Dean R. Koontz
- *Fern Michaels Kentucky Series Collection* by Fern Michaels
- *Sing You Home* by Jodi Picoult
- *Fe-as-ko series by Randall Platt: The Four Arrows (1)*
  - The Royalscope fe-as-ko (2)
  - The 1898 Base-ball fe-as-ko (3)
- *Happy Birthday* by Danielle Steel
- *Maine* by J. Courtney Sullivan
- *Then Came You* by Jennifer Weiner

**Mystery Fiction**
- *Scarpetta* by Patricia Cornwell
- *Leionid McGill mysteries by Walter Mosley: The Long Fall (1)*
  - Known to Evil (2)
  - When the Thrill is Gone (3)
  - All I Did Was Shoot My Man (4)

**Western Fiction**
- *The Lonesome Gods* by Louis L’Amour

**Non-Fiction**
- *The Best Advice I Ever Got: lessons from extraordinary lives* by Katie Couric
- *Killing Lincoln: the shocking assassination that changed America forever* by Bill O’Reilly
Books (continued)

**Adult Non-Fiction**

*Medal of Honor: portraits of valor beyond the call-of-duty* by Peter Collier

*Scorpions for Breakfast: my fight against special interests, liberal media, and cynical politicos to secure America’s border* by Jan Brewer

*Restless Souls: the Sharon Tate family’s account of stardom, the Manson murders, and a crusade for justice* by Alisa Statman

*Boy Scouts of America Scout Stuff: a unique collection of memorabilia* by Robert Birkby

*Tough Cookies: leadership lessons from 100 years of the Girl Scouts* by Kathy Cloninger

*Vintage Weddings: one hundred years of bridal fashion and style* by Marnie Fogg

*The American Way of Eating: undercover at Walmart, Applebee’s, farm fields and the dinner table* by Tracie McMillan

*The End of Illness* by David B. Agus

*The Happiness Diet: a nutritional prescription for a sharp brain, balanced mood, and lean, energized body* by Tyler Graham

*Choose to Lose: the 7-day carb cycle solution* by Chris Powell

*Beating Chronic Fatigue: your step-by-step guide to complete recovery* by Kristina Dowing-Orr

*Mayo Clinic Healthy Heart for Life! The Mayo Clinic plan for preventing and conquering heart disease* by Diane Kress

*The Whole Food Guide for Breast Cancer Survivors: A nutritional approach to preventing recurrence* by Edward Bauman

*The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Small-Space Gardening* by Chris McLaughlin

*Good Old Dog: expert advice for keeping your aging dog happy, healthy, and comfortable* by Georgene Muller Lockwood

*The New Atkins for a New You Cookbook: 200 simple and delicious low-carb recipes in 30 minutes or less* by Colette Heimowitz

*Missouri, 1821-1971: sesquicentennial cookbook* by Colette Heimowitz

*Learning to Sail: a no-nonsense guide for beginners of all ages* by Basil Mosenthal

*Man in the Music: the creative life of Michael Jackson* by Joseph Vogel

*The Official Vintage Guitar Magazine Price Guide 2012* by Alan Greenwood

*The World of Downtown Abbey* by Joanne Palmisano

*500 Poses for Photographing High School Seniors: a visual sourcebook for digital portrait photographers* by Michelle Perkins

*Salvage Secrets: transforming reclaimed materials into design concepts* by Joanne Palmissano

*500 Poses for Photographing High School Seniors: a visual sourcebook for digital portrait photographers* by Michelle Perkins

*Sister Queens: the noble, tragic lives of Katherine of Aragon and Juana, Queen of Castile* by Julia Fox

*The American Patriot’s Almanac: daily reading on America* by William J. Bennett

*A Terrible Glory: Custer and the Little Bighorn—the last great battle of the American West* by James Donovan

*Gold Dust and Gunsmoke: tales of gold rush outlaws, gunfighters, lawmen, and vigilantes* by John Boessenecker
Books (continued)

**Children**

**Easy (Board Books)**

*The Leprechaun’s Big Pot of Gold* by Patti Reeder Eubank  
*Good Night, Chicago* by Adam Gamble

**Easy (Picture Books)**

*Push Button* by Aliki  
*The Treasure Bath* by Dan Andreasen  
*Extra Yarn* by Mac Barnett  
*Now & Ben: the modern inventions of Benjamin Franklin* by Gene Baretta  
*Ed’s Egg* by David Bedford  
*I Wish I Could….Dance! : a story about being happy* by Tiziana Bendall-Brunello  
*Me and My Dragon* by David Biedrzycki  
*Green Shamrocks* by Eve Bunting  
*How Did That Get In My Lunchbox? : the story of food* by Christ Butterworth  
*The Leprechaun Who Lost His Rainbow* by Sean Callahan

**Easy (Picture Books) (continued)**

*Henry in Love* by Peter McCarty  
*The Searcher and Old Tree* by David McPhail  
*Hugless Douglas* by David Melling  
*Who Will Be My Valentine This Year?* by Jerry Pallotta  
*Mary Was a Little Lamb* by Gloria Rand  
*The Old Blue Pickup Truck* by Candice F. Ransom  
*A Ball for Daisy* by Christopner Raschka  
*Too Purpley!* by Jean Reidy  
*If You’re Hoppy* by April Pulley Savre  
*Tales for Very Picky Eaters* by Josh Schneider  
*Good Boy, Fergus* by David Shannon  
*Erroll* by Hannah Shaw  
*Do You Know Which Ones Will Grow?* by Susan A. Shea  
*Swirl By Swirl: spirals in nature* by Joyce Sidman  
*Grandpa Green* by Lane Smith  
*Little Owl’s Night* by Divya Srinivasan  
*Work This Farm! (LEGO City)* by Michael Anthony Steele  
*A is for America: a patriotic alphabet book* by Tanya Lee Stone  
*When a Monster is Born* by Sean Taylor  
*Is Everyone Ready for Fun?* by Jan Thomas  
*The Doghouse* by Jan Thomas  
*Press Here* by Herve Tullet  
*The Jewel Box Ballerinas* by Monique de Varennes  
*The Can Man* by Laura E. Williams  
*The Question Son* by Kaethe Zemach  
*Danger at the Dieselworks (Thomas & Friends)*  
*There’s No Place Like School: classroom poems*

**Easy Paperback Fiction**

*There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Clover!* by Lucille Colandro  
*Just Me and My Puppy* (Little Critter) by Mercer Mayer  
*Rub-a-Dub-Dub, There’s a Monkey in Our Tub!* by Heather R. Wallace  
*McDuff and the Baby* by Rosemary Wells  
*Erroll* by Hannah Shaw

**Kit (Book & Audio)**

**Easy (Picture Books)**

*The Cardboard Box* by Lynne Rae Perkins
Books (continued)

**Juvenile Fiction**

*How Lamar’s Bad Prank Won a Bubba-Sized Trophy* by Crystal Allen

*Chancey of the Maury River* by Gigi Amateau

*The One and Only Ivan* by Katherine Applegate

*Cecile & Marie-Grace (American Girl) series books:*
  - *Meet Cecil* (#2) by Denise Lewis Patrick
  - *Marie-Grace and the Orphans* (#3) by Sarah Masters Buckey

*Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea

*Molly Moon, Micky Minus, & the Wind Machine* by Georgia Byng

*In Memory of Gorfman T. Frog* by Gail Donovan

*What’s Bugging Bailey Blecker?* by Gail Donovan

*Leo and the Lesser Lion* by Sandra Forrester

*Dead End in Norvelt* by Jack Gantos

*A Girl, a Boy, and Three Robbers* by Gail Gauthier

*How to Survive in Middle School* by Donna Gephart

*Belly Up* by Stuart Gibbs

*Twenty Gold Falcons* by Amy Gordon

*The Crossroads* by Chris Grabenstein

*The Hanging Tree* by Chris Grabenstein

*The Smoky Corridor* by Chris Grabenstein

*Island of Shadows* (Seekers: Return to the Wild #1) by Erin Hunter

*Finn’s Going* by Tom Kelly

*Rocky Road* by Rose Kent

*The Fairy’s Return: and other princess tales* by Gail Carson Levine

*Leaping Beauty: and other animal fairy tales* by Gregory Maguire

*Wonder* by R.J. Palacio

*Half Upon a Time* by James Riley

*May B: a novel-in-verse* by Caroline Starr Rose

*Gator on the Loose!* (Animal Rescue Team #1) by Sue Stauffacher

*Barnaby Grimes series books* by Paul Stewart:
  - *Return of the Emerald Skull* (#2)
  - *Legion of the Dead* (#3)
  - *Phantom of Blood Alley* (#4)

*The Garden Thief* (Boxcar Children #130) by Gertrude Chandler Warner

**Juvenile Paperback Fiction**

*My Weird School Daze series books* by Dan Gutman:
  - *Mrs. Cooney is Loony!* (#7)
  - *Miss Mary is Scary!* (#10)
  - *Mr. Tony is Baloney!* (#11)
  - *Mrs. Patty is Batty!* (#13)
  - *Ms. Hannah is Bananas!* (#14)

*Mermaid Mysteries series books* by Katy Kit:
  - *Sula and the Singing Shell* (#3)
  - *Melody and the Sea Dragon* (#4)

*Rainbow Magic special edition series books* by Daisy Meadows:
  - *Destiny the Rock Star Fairy*
  - *Emma the Easter Fairy*
  - *Flora the Dress-Up Fairy*
  - *Joy the Summer Vacation Fairy*
  - *Juliet the Valentine Fairy*
  - *Kylie the Carnival Fairy*
  - *Mia the Bridesmaid Fairy*
  - *Paige the Christmas Fairy*
  - *Shannon the Ocean Fairy*
  - *Stella the Star Fairy*
  - *Trixie the Halloween Fairy*

*Ruby the Red Fairy* by Daisy Meadows
  (Rainbow Magic. Rainbow Fairies #1)

*Scarlett the Garnet Fairy* by Daisy Meadows
  (Rainbow Magic. Jewel Fairies #2)

*The Mystery in Venice* (Geronimo Stilton #48) by Geronimo Stilton

*Stay Out of the Basement* (Goosebumps) by R.L. Stine

**Juvenile Graphic Fiction**

*Avatar: the Last Airbender. 1 & 2* by Michael Dante DiMartino

*Warriors. Ravenpaw’s Path series books* by Erin Hunter:
  - *A Clan in Need* (#2)
  - *The Heart of a Warrior* (#3)

*Toklo’s Story* (Seekers) by Erin Hunter

*Bone: The Dragonslayer* (Bones #4) by Jeff Smith

*Geronimo Stilton graphic novels* by Geronimo Stilton:
  - *The Discovery of America* (#1)
  - *The Secret of the Sphinx* (#2)
  - *Following the Trail of Marco Polo* (#4)
  - *Play It Again, Mozart!* (#8)

*The Magic of Sabrina the Teenage Witch*
Books (continued)

Juvenile Non-Fiction

**Mardi Gras and Carnival** (Celebrations in My World)
by Molly Aloian

*Asteroids, Comets, and meteoroids* by Steve Kortenkamp
(Fact Finders: The Solar System and Beyond)

*Animal Eyes* by Beth Fielding

*Dinosaur* (DK Eyewitness) by David Lambert

*National Geographic Kids Ultimate Dinopedia:*
   *The most complete dinosaur reference ever*
   by Don Lessem

*Pachycephalosaurus: the thick headed lizard* (Graphic Dinosaurs) by Rob Shone

*Meadowlands: a wetlands survival story*
by Thomas F. Yezerski

*Even an Octopus Needs a Home* by Irene Kelly

*A Place for Fish* by Melissa Stewart

*Amphibians (Living Things)* by Robert Snedden

*Hatch!* by Roxie Munro

*About Hummingbirds: a guide for children*
by Cathryn Sill

*Mammal* (Eyewitness) by Steve Parker

*Polar Bears* by Mark Newman

*Biomimicry: inventions inspired by nature* by Dora Lee

*Tanks* by Henry Brook

*Draw Mini Manga* (Xtreme Art) by Christopher Hart

*120 Step-By-Step History Projects: 120 practical things*
  *to make with everyday materials, demonstrated step-by-step in 1400 photographs* by Rachel Halstead

*Valentine Crafts* (Creative Crafts for Kids)
by Greta Speechley

*Cowgirls* (Rebel in a Dress) by Sylvia Branzei

Juvenile Biography

*The Notorious Benedict Arnold: a true story*
  *of adventure, heroism, & treachery*
by Steve Sheinkin

*For the Birds: the life of Roger Tory Peterson*
by Peggy Thomas

Young Adult Graphic Fiction

*Captain America. The Fighting Avenger*
by Brian Clevenger

*Ouran High School Host Club. Vols 13-17*
by Bisco Hatori

Young Adult Fiction

*Bullet Point* by Peter Abrahams

*Max Cassidy: escape from Shadow Island* by Paul Adam

*Halo* by Alexandra Adornetto

*The Revolution of Sabine* by Beth Levine Ain

*Gilda Joyce, Psychic Investigator* series books
by Jennifer Allison:
   *Gilda Joyce: the dead drop*
   *Gilda Joyce: the ghost sonata*
   *Gilda Joyce: the ladies of the lake*

*Prom Kings and Drama Queens* by Dorian Cirrone

*Matched* trilogy books by Allyson Condie:
   *Matched* (#1)  *Crossed* (#2)

*Wolfsbane* (Nightshade #2) by Andrea Cremer

*The Way We Fall* by Megan Crewe

*Revolution* by Jennifer Donnelly

*Rules of Attraction* by Simone Elkeles

*Sisters of Isis. Vol. 1* by Lynne Ewing

*Poisoned Honey: a story of Mary Magdalene*
by Beatrice Gormley

*Away* by Terry Hall

*Blank Confession* by Pete Hautman

*Kiss in the Dark* by Lauren Henderson

*The Foretelling* by Alice Hoffman

*Kitty Kitty* by Michele Jaffe

*Saving Maddie* by Varian Johnson

*Boy Heaven* by Laura Kasischke

*Almost Perfect* by Brian Katcher

*The Twilight Prisoner* by Katherine Marsh

*Amy & Roger’s Epic Detour* by Morgan Matson

*Not the End of the World* by Geraldine McCaughrean

*The Knife That Killed Me* by Anthony McGowan

*All We Know of Heaven* by Jacquelyn Mitchard

*Before I Fall* by Lauren Oliver

*Birth of a Killer* (Saga of Larten Crepsley #1)
   *(Cirque Du Freak series prequel)* by Darren Shan

*Two Truths and a Lie* (Lying Game) by Sara Shepard

*The Moon Riders* by Theresa Tomlinson

*Voyage of the Snake Lady* by Theresa Tomlinson

*Double* by Jenny Valentine

*The Brothers Torres* by Coert Voorhees

*Where Things Come Back* by John Corey Whaley

*Life Eternal: a Dead Beautiful novel* by Yvonne Woon

*Dear Julia* by Amy Bronwen Zemser
New AV This Month

Video on DVD

Children
The Napping House and More Stories That Rhyme
Scooby-Doo Goes Hollywood
Splat the Cat and Other Furry Friends
The Story About Ping
and Other Fine Feathered Friends

Disney
The Fox and the Hound; The Fox and the Hound II
The Reluctant Dragon
Wind In the Willows

Family
Batman Beyond, Return of the Joker
Fire Creek
Puss in Boots
The Secrets of Jonathan Sperry
Snowmen

Comedy
Big Trouble
Doc Martin: The Movies
Doc Martin (Seasons 1-4)
My Life in Ruins
Zoom: Academy for Superheroes

Action
The Expendables
Helen of Troy
No Mercy
Real Steel

Classic
Downtown Abbey (Season 2)
 Gentleman’s Agreement
Jezebel
Titanic (1953)

Drama
Courageous
Darling Lili
The Debt
The Far Pavilions
The Help
Margin Call
The Twilight Saga. Breaking Dawn. Part 1

Music
Country Legends Live (v.4)
Yanni in Concert: Live at the Acropolis
Yentl

Science Fiction
Captain America the First Avenger
Cowboys & Aliens
Plan 9 From Outer Space
Planet of the Apes: Rise of the Planet of the Apes
Super 8

Western
Cowboy Legends Collector’s Set
Rio Grande

Non-Fiction
Great American Scenic Railroads:
.....Continental Divide / Donner Summit
.....Durango & Silverton / Cumbres & Toltec
.....Great Mississippi / Shenandoah
.....Rio Grande / Union Pacific
.....The Blue Mountains / Mr. Rainier
.....The Surfline / California Western

Burzynski: the movie
Prenatal & Postnatal Yoga
Care and Processing Venison
Bloomin in the Garden with Host
George “Bloomin” Newman
Principles of Paintball with Ollie Lang
Yomega Mania
The Complete Grand Canyon
Faces of America
Kabul24
The Great Depression
The West
Liberty! The American Revolution

MOVIE NIGHTS
at ALL BRANCHES
of Riverside Regional Library

Do you like movies?
All Riverside Regional Library branches (Jackson, Perryville, Altenburg, Scott City, Benton, and Oran) host a “Movie Night” once a month.

Call your local branch for the dates and times or check out the “Calendar of Events” on the library’s website: http://www.RiversideRegionalLibrary.org

• Free refreshments will be served.